**Flight Control Grips**

**F-16 FLCS Grip**  
Part # 100-F0-1003

Aerotropic's F-16 flight grip is essentially a dimensionally accurate metal investment casting of the real grip. It is populated with high-grade switches from the original equipment manufacturers, Otto engineering, Mason, as well as hi fidelity simulation switches.

**Connector:**  
- 15-Pin Grip connector  
- Matrix pin out

**F-16 Throttle Grip**  
Part # 300-T0-1002

Aerotropic's F-16 flight grip is essentially a dimensionally accurate metal investment casting of the real grip. It is populated with high-grade switches from the original equipment manufacturers, Otto engineering, Mason, as well as hi fidelity simulation switches.

**Connector:** Matrix pin out & Discrete Analog

**F-15, Harrier and F-18 Grips**

Our F-15, Harrier and F-18 grips are made of resin-type material in synchrony with the real Flight grips.
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**Aerotronics Flight Simulator Systems**  
**High Fidelity controls at a great price**
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